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Crisis of Democracy
Multiple dimensions of the alleged “crisis of democracy” have been extensively 
discussed, e.g. rising populism, declining trust in politicians, media echo chambers, 
democratic deconsolidation, etc.

Yet, one aspect has been less analysed directly: the growing fragmentation of 
democratic politics.

“Party systems that endured without change during almost a century are 
eroding... These systems survived not only the turmoil of the interwar period 
and World War II but also the profound economic, demographic, and cultural 
transformations of more than forty years following the war. [But] the traditional 
party systems are crumbling” (Przeworski, 2019: 83-4)



Fragmentation of (European) Party Systems



Fragmentation <=> Polarization



Growing Electoral Volatility 



Is it Dealignment or Realignment?



Questions we don’t yet have answers to

What are the causes of fragmenting democracies?
Economic: growing inequality, growing social class heterogeneity, etc.
Socio-cultural: media pluralism (social media), pluralism of social preferences, etc.
-> increasingly “dimensionality” of the political space
Institutional: declining party ID, party failure, personalisation of politics, etc.

Is fragmentation mainly between or within “blocs”?
Between blocs: centre-left -> radical right, centre-right -> greens, etc.
Within blocs: centre-left -> greens, centre-right -> radical right
How does this vary by electoral system?



Is Geographic Heterogeneity driving Fragmentation?



Is Geographic Heterogeneity driving Fragmentation?
UK: % of constituencies where Con+Lab are ‘top two’ parties



Why Fragmentation is Bad for Democracy
Government formation becomes increasingly difficult

Increasing political and policy “chaos”

Declining connection between vote-choices and policy outcomes

Declining “clarity of responsibility” (ability of voters to hold governments to account)

-> political backlash:
polarization -> fragmentation -> polarization -> ….

-> feeds through to broader political instability, economic uncertainty etc.



But, Fragmentation Might Not be so Bad …

More pluralism = more choice for voters

If within > between bloc volatility => possibility of broad alliances

Pre-electoral coalitions -> greater accountability (e.g. Sweden, Denmark)

“Open” electoral systems may allow for more pluralism within parties/alliances

Unstable of party system ≠ unstable government


